Y-axis
Click here to select indicators for the y-axis.

Name of country
Hover mouse pointer over bubble to reveal the name.

Sources
For information about the sources, click the small text next to the axis.

Play / Stop
Click Play/Stop to control the animation. (How the graph changes over time.)

X-axis
Click here to select indicators for the x-axis. You can also choose to display time on this axis.

Lin / Log scale
X- and y-axis scales can be linear or logarithmic. A log scale can make it easier to see trends.

Speed of animation
Drag to change the speed of the animation.

Zoom tool
Click here to open the zoom tool that help you zoom in or out. Click 100% to see the whole graph again.

Deselct
Deselct all countries here.

Opacity
Drag to adjust visibility of non-selected countries.

Select countries
Click boxes to select specific countries. (You can also click the bubbles.)

Size indicator
The size of the bubble normally represents the population of the country. Click here to make the size show another indicator.

Bubble size
Change the size of the bubbles here.

Full screen
Click to toggle full-screen. Graph will cover the whole screen. ("Lecture mode")

Color
The countries on the graph are color-coded by continent. Click to choose another indicator for color.

Share graph
Creates a short URL to the graph you've created. Share it with friends.

How to use
Click to open video tutorial about the interactive functions.

Chart / Map
Select between Chart view and Map view.